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/i and caused them after their long flight, tired and rather half blinded

to fly about 6 ft. from the earth, great multitudes of them, and provided these

tremendous amount of meat for the Israelites. It is a miracle that God wought in
' to

causing it to come when He said would. in causing it to be greatly increased

in amount, in causing a thing that happened once in a while to happen right at
with

that particular time to fit in w'th His plan. We can know that God may work

something that is supernatural for any one of us. He may do something that we

can't possibly understand. but we do know that he takes the ordinary things of

life and moulds there and directs them in accordance with His plan, and that they

fit together with His purposes and He will do that for every one of us if we

keep our eyes, on Him.

2. The Superabundance. God gave them what they asked. He gave then far more

than they asked. Ps. 106 says that He granted their request and sent leaness

into their souls, and how often that may happen in our lives, if we set our

affection our desire on something other than His glory, and we become so obsessed

with it. We've just got to have this. We/d/ just can't stand it if we don't have

this. God may give it to us, and it may become bitter in our mouths. God wants us

to long for His/// purposes and His accomplishments primarily and then He

will give us everything that He knows is good for us. And so we have

3. The Disasterous After Effects. We will then go on to

G. Rebellion among the Leaders. I put Num. 11 and Num. 12 together, because

while there is a space of time between them it is the same general movement. There

is rebellion and dissafection first on the outskiEts of the camp. Next within the

camp itself affecting a great no. of people. But then in Ch. 12 we find it coming

right in among those who were Moses? close associates.

1. The Seriousness of the Situation. My own familiar friend has lifted up

his hand against me. The seriousness of the situation. The wounds that I received

in the house of a friend. That is an experience that everyone will have in life
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